TAGLETS

Taglets are given to our younger patients for comfort and tactile exploration.

Supplies:

One - 12” x 12” square (or an animal shape such as the owl shown above) of minky/Soft dot fabric or similar soft plush fabrics (see pics below for fabrics that can be used)

One - 12” x 12” square of a silky fabric

8 to 10 pieces of ribbon of various sizes, colors, and textures - each cut 3 1/2 ” long

Sewing Instructions:

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE RIBBON TABS CANNOT BE LONGER THAN 1 ½” FINISHED SIZE. Tabs longer than 1.5 inches could lead to an infant fitting their hand through and cutting off blood circulation.

Fold each piece of ribbon in half, wrong sides and ends together. Place ribbon pieces to the right side of the fleece on two sides. Securely stitch across all to keep firmly in place.

Pin minky piece and silky piece right sides together. Stitch leaving a 5” opening on one side for turning. Trim corners. Turn Taglet right side out and top stitch ¼” from outer edges.